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The Aims of this Presentation

i) To present an observation proforma; a qualitative research tool employed to
evaluate a daily physical activity programme initiated in primary schools

ii) To elucidate the development process of the observation proforma by a group
of researchers, with the goal of contributing to qualitative academic literature

iii) To provide some of the researchers’ insights upon using the observation
proforma within the field of physical activity
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The Development Process of the Proforma
• Step 1: A preliminary version of the proforma was formulated by a 

member of the research team 

• Step 2: The research team provided input and recommendations, leading 
to revisions of the proforma

• Step 3: The observation proforma was utilised as a tool for data collection 
during the second phase of the research study 

• Step 4: Feedback was obtained at the end of the research study

• Step 5: The proforma, along with derived insights was disseminated 
through a research paper



Exploring some of the Researchers’ Insights... 
• The developmental process was considered as “fundamental” as the intersection of 

the researchers’ backgrounds contributed positively:

“Everyone is on the same page and can navigate the research landscape effectively”.

• Scepticism →Autonomy + Flexibility 

Would the proforma rigidise and compartmentalise the data collection process? The 
proforma allowed the researchers to present data in varying multidimensional ways.

• Recommendations and varying insights were shared regarding the sections 
presented, yet aligned insights were recorded regarding how the proforma aligns 
with the research objectives.
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